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Chapter 2093 Abused 
A few days passed.It was rare for Nicole to send Levi to school.Levi did not 
know whether he was happy or not at school. 
Every time Nicole asked him, he would ask her back, "Can I not go to 
school if I’m not happy?" 
Oh, of course not.Levi sighed loudly like an old man with lots of problems.It 
seemed like Levi could put up with this school. 
When they got to school, Nicole asked him to get out of the car.She carried 
his school bag to the entrance, held his hand, and 
could not help but sigh. 
"If only you could stay this young forever." Levi gave her a look. 
"It’s impossible for you to stay young forever either." 
Nicole retorted, "You really are Grant’s son!" 
"Yup." 
The two of them looked at each other and laughed. 
At that moment, Levi's eyes lit up when he looked behind Nicole.He waved 
his hand frantically and shouted, "Chance!" 
Chance ran over with a heavy school bag on his back.He was equally 
happy to see Levi. 
When Chance saw Nicole, he was excited at first but quickly looked 
downcast.The expression on his face changed so quickly. 
Since his birthday party when Chatty almost drowned, Chance had been 
blaming himself. 
Seeing Nicole here this time, Chance was really excited and 
ashamed.Nicole had long forgotten what happened last time. 
Chance stood three or four steps away from Nicole and hesitated to go 
forward.He looked at her cautiously. 
Nicole smiled and beckoned to him. 
"Chance, school starts today.You look very happy!" 
Chance smiled and walked over slowly when he saw that Nicole was not 
going to blame him for Chatty’s incident.Nicole saw that 
it was almost time to leave and handed the schoolbag to Levi. 
"Little Leaf, call me if you need anything.I'll get going!" 
Levi nodded and waved at her. 
"Goodbye, Auntie!" 



Chance smiled, looked at Nicole, took out his pen and paper, and quickly 
wrote something on it.However, before he could finish 
writing, the wind blew away the paper from his hand. 
Chance chased after the paper but accidentally bumped into a passing 
classmate.Both students fell to the ground. 
Nicole was shocked FFq']rJN went to help him. 
Unexpectedly, Nicole saw some bruises on Chance’s back and waist that 
were accidentally exposed. 
Those were pinch marks.Some of them were new, but some marks were 
old.It was shocking to see. 
Nicole was horrified. 
Before she could touch him, Chance stood up by himself and patted the dirt 
from his body. 
The classmate who bumped into Chance burst into tears, attracting many 
people’s attention. 
Chance blinked and lowered his head guiltily as if he had done something 
wrong.He felt lost. 
The teacher came over and asked what happened.She patted Chance’s 
little hand to reassure him before she let him go. 
The parent of the student who was crying did not want to let Chance off the 
hook so easily, but the teacher stopped the parent in 
time and whispered something along the lines of Chance being Eric 
Ferguson’s son. 
The parent looked at Chance and sheepishly shut his mouth. 
Levi went over to help Chance with his school bag. 
Nicole pulled Chance aside.She had mixed feelings when she saw his 
innocent and obedient look.She pursed her lips, squatted 
down, and looked at Chance. 
After all, Chance was Eric’s son, the young master of Ferguson 
Corporation. 
Why were there signs that Chance had been beaten all over? Who did it? 
Chance looked at Nicole and blinked. 
Nicole pursed her lips and reached out to touch his butt. 
Chance was shocked, and his face turned pale. 
"Who hit you? This is abuse.Did you tell your father or Mitchell?" Nicole 
frowned. 
Seeing Chance’s panicked look, she continued to ask, "Who bullied you? 
Did this happen in school? Or is it your nanny at 
home?" 



Yasmin did not seem like someone who would do such a thing.How sick 
would one have to be to hit a child? Chance lowered his 
eyes and did not speak.He could not saya word, but his body was tense 
and stiff.He was shaking from fear.However, Nicole 
could not figure out why Chance was like this. 
Nicole had mixed feelings when she saw that Chance would not say a 
word. 
The Stantons had two children. 
Levi and Chatty were both so pampered by the family. 
They would never hit their children. 
Clayton also could not bear to lay a finger on Chatty. 
Chance was almost the same age as their kids. 
Chance looked glorious on the surface bearing the name of Young Master 
Chance, but his body was actually covered with scars. 
Nicole could not figure out who did this. 
Was this school violence or domestic violence? If Chance was from any 
other family, Nicole could rush over to question them. 
However, she could not do the same with the Fergusons. 
Nicole had no right to question Eric why he treated his son like this. 
As she thought about this, she felt really angry and despondent. 
Seeing Nicole’s serious face, Chance felt even more uneasy.He wanted to 
express something, but he was just anxious and could 
not do anything. 
Coincidentally, the teacher came over and asked them if they needed help. 
Nicole paused and asked Levi and Chance to go in first. 
Levi was very well-behaved and led Chance into the school. 
Then, Nicole told the teacher about her findings. 
The teacher’s face turned pale in shock. 
"Ms.Stanton, our school does not tolerate violence.Every student is 
watched carefully by a teacher, who is under our watch at all 
times.Although Chance doesn’t like to speak, none of the students around 
him bullies him." Nicole paused. 
"You should investigate it.If it’s not from school, you can visit his family and 
tell his guardian about this."This was the first time the 
teacher heard of this abuse, so she did not dare to hide it.Their school was 
one of the best in the country with tuition fees 
reaching hundreds of thousands a year.If they could not take care of a 
child, they would not be able to answer the parents. 
"Thank you, Ms.Stanton." 



Seeing that her goal was achieved, Nicole returned to the car with a heavy 
heart and left. 
As soon as the teacher returned to school, she immediately looked for 
Chance. 
However, Chance refused to speak.It was useless no matter what the 
teacher said. 
The school had Eric’s contact information, but no one dared to contact him. 
That was because his assistant said that Mr.Ferguson was very busy, so 
they should contact the nanny for small matters, 
Mitchell for important matters, and Eric for extremely pressing matters. 
This was an extremely pressing matter, right? The school called Eric, but 
their call was hung up twice. 
They called Mitchell, but his phone number was not within the service area. 
Thus, the teacher had no choice but to go to Ferguson Corporation to look 
for Eric. 
Eric’s assistant saw that it was a teacher from Chance’s school and 
informed Eric. 
After the teacher waited for more than half an hour, someone came down 
to bring her upstairs. 
"Mr.Ferguson has two more meetings.If it’s something trivial, you may 
leave.He’s really busy." 
The teacher nodded. 
Under the reluctant gazes of several assistants, she waited for an 
opportunity to meet Eric. 
Eric hung up the phone and let the teacher sit on the sofa. 
Eric had such a strong presence and looked stern, which made it easy for 
others to ignore his soft side.He looked cold, 
indifferent, and untouchable."Mr.Ferguson, please excuse me for the 
disturbance.I’m here today to represent the school to 
discuss what’s going on with Chance." 
The Novel will be updated daily. Come back and continue reading 
tomorrow, everyone! 

 


